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The purpose of this newsletter is to share cross-border wealth management news and insights
with our cross border clients and colleagues.

UNDERSTANDING THE PUNITIVE AND COMPLEX TAXATION OF PFICS
One extremely complex cross border wealth management issue, which we often
address with our clients, is the impact of the Passive Foreign Investment Company
(PFIC) rules.
WHO IS IMPACTED BY PFIC RULES?
Anyone who is classified under US tax law as a US person is affected by PFIC rules. For
tax purposes, a US person includes a US citizen, a US green card holder or US resident.
Many of our clients are Canadian residents who are classified as US persons even
though they are living in Canada. These clients are obligated to file a US tax return and
comply with the PFIC legislation. PFIC rules are designed to discourage US taxpayers
from potentially obtaining tax deferral benefits through non-US investments. The rules
are extremely complicated and treat undistributed value in a PFIC as ordinary income
in the current year, instead of as capital gains in the year of disposition.
WHICH INVESTMENTS MAY BE CONSIDERED PFICS?

Mutual Fund Trusts. Canadian mutual fund trusts, mutual fund corporations and
pooled funds are generally considered foreign corporations for US tax purposes rather
than being treated as trusts, as they are for Canadian tax purposes. These funds, which
primarily hold passive investments, are generally considered PFICs.
Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs). ETFs listed on a Canadian stock exchange are generally
considered PFICs.
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs). Canadian income trusts and Canadian REITs that
do not carry on an active business are generally classified as PFICs.
Private and Public Corporations without Active Business. Private corporations that
primarily hold passive investments and do not carry on an active business are
categorized as PFICs. Even some energy and mining companies could be considered
PFICs as some no longer have feasible operating projects.
US TAXATION OF INVESTMENTS IN PFICS

A US person holding a PFIC investment is subject to tax when a distribution is received
or when a PFIC is sold. These taxation rules are referred to as “excess distribution”
rules. Under these rules, the income is divided in two parts: an amount taxed in the
current year as ordinary income and an excess distribution amount subject to adverse
US tax treatment.
The excess distribution amount is a complicated calculation generally composed of:
1) Any gain from the sale of the PFIC; plus,
2) The amount that the total of the actual distributions in the year exceeds 125% of
the average of the distributions received in the three preceding years.
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This calculated excess distribution amount is allocated on a pro rata basis over the period that the taxpayer
was invested in the PFIC. Amounts allocated to the current year are taxed as ordinary income, subject to the
graduated US tax rates. However, the amounts allocated to prior tax years are punitively taxed at the
maximum applicable tax rate for that prior year. The IRS considers this tax as unpaid in the prior years and
accordingly charges accrued interest on the tax owing. This tax legislation is exceptionally punitive. In fact,
the amount owing may exceed the actual distribution received!
WHAT ARE US INCOME TAX FILING REQUIREMENTS?

US persons who own shares in a PFIC at any time during the year are required to annually file IRS Form 8621
– Information Return by a Shareholder of a Passive Foreign Investment Company. A separate form must be
filed for each PFIC owned. There is an exception from this reporting requirement if the value of the PFIC
investment is small. Completing this form is onerous and time-consuming.
SWM CROSS BORDER WEALTH MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

We can provide the expertise and experience to identify which investments are classified as PFICs. The IRS
does not determine whether a security is a PFIC until after tax filings are complete and after an investor
and/or their accountant assumes some potential liability. Identifying PFICs before the IRS does is essential!
Our team can then suggest strategies to mitigate the application of the PFIC rules. We will ensure that
investments are structured properly according to specific client circumstances. These strategies include:
Spouse Investing in PFICs. If a client’s spouse is not a US person, we may suggest the spouse own the PFIC.
Investing Directly in Specific Corporations. Rather than investing in a Canadian mutual fund or pooled fund,
we may suggest investing directly in publicly traded stocks or bonds of non-US corporations that carry on an
active business. We can advise which corporation is appropriate for the specific circumstances of each client.
Hold the PFIC Investments in Qualifying Registered Accounts. We may propose that PFICs be held in
registered accounts like RRSPs/RRIFs and LRSPs/LIRAs. Income earned in these accounts is deferred until
distributions are made from the plan. However, it is not advisable to hold PFICs in TFSA or RESP accounts
because these accounts are generally treated as foreign trusts under US tax law.

CROSS BORDER TIDBITS
COVID-19 RESPONSE FROM US AUTHORITIES: THE CARES ACT

In response to the COVID-19 Pandemic US Authorities passed the CARES (Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security) Act. Some of the provisions relevant to cross border wealth management include:
Tax Filing Deadlines. The IRS postponed 2019 US tax filing deadlines to July 15, 2020
IRS Waives RMDs for 2020. Individuals and beneficiaries will not be required to take their 2020 Required
Minimum Distribution (RMD) from their IRAs.
IRS Waives 10 % Premature Distribution Penalty for Coronavirus Related Distributions in 2020. A
coronavirus related distribution (CRD) is a distribution made between January 1 and December 31, 2020.
There are criteria to meet surrounding the diagnosis or financial impact of COVID-19 to be eligible. An
individual can withdraw up to $100,000 from eligible retirement plans, and the CRD funds that are
recontributed over the three-year period following the date after distribution will be treated as having
satisfied the general 60-day rollover requirement.
As always, we recommend clients speak with their tax professional for guidance, as these IRS announcements
are fluid and subject to change.
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Steele Wealth Management (SWM) is part of the Raymond James Financial family of companies, Raymond James
(USA) Ltd., or RJLU, is a Canadian based US registered investment firm offering integrated cross-border wealth
management solutions to Americans living in Canada and Canadians living in the US. As RJLU advisors, we are
licensed and regulated in both Canada and the US, and work closely with clients to translate their personal needs into a
strategy for their cross-border accounts. We maintain cross border professional networks to assist with planning,
taxation, accounting and legal services, as required.

Any bond, debenture or preferred share ratings listed within this newsletter are those of DBRS (Dominion Bond Rating Service).
All rates mentioned within this newsletter are as of May 12, 2020, unless otherwise stated. Rates have been sourced from Bloomberg. All stock
information has been sourced from Market-Q.
This newsletter has been prepared by Steele Wealth Management and expresses the opinions of the author and not necessarily those of Raymond
James Ltd. (RJL). Statistics, factual data and other information are from sources RJL believes to be reliable but their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. This newsletter is furnished on the basis and understanding that RJL is to be under no liability whatsoever in respect thereof. It is for
information purposes only and is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of securities. RJL and its officers, directors,
employees and their families may from time to time invest in the securities discussed in this newsletter. This newsletter is intended for distribution
only in those jurisdictions where RJL is registered as a dealer in securities. Any distribution or dissemination of this newsletter in any other
jurisdiction is strictly prohibited. Securities-related products and services are offered through Raymond James Ltd. Member-Canadian Investor
Protection Fund. Insurance products and services are offered through Raymond James Financial Planning Ltd., which is not a Member-Canadian
Investor Protection Fund.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the
prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns including changes in unit value
and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable
by any security holder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds and other securities are not insured nor guaranteed, their values change
frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
As the investment products listed in this newsletter may not be appropriate for everyone, a recommendation would only be made following a
personal review of an individual’s portfolio and risk tolerance.

